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Dear Friends of Erie,   

providing the best care is what drives us, and what our patients deserve. amid a global pandemic and 
national healthcare workforce shortages, erie has remained deeply committed to maintaining our core 
services with the highest quality standards—and we’ve excelled at it. 

out of 45 community health centers in illinois, erie Family Health centers now ranks #1 for quality.  
and we rank among the top 10% of 1,400 health centers nationally. 

We celebrate the fact that erie has achieved leading quality outcomes while simultaneously launching 
a massive coviD-19 vaccination effort. at the time this report was printed, we have administered more 
than 112,000 doses of coviD-19 vaccine. as each new group has become eligible for vaccination, 
teams across erie are collaborating to create scheduling, staffing, inventory management and outreach 
strategies, expanding vaccine access for tens of thousands of patients and community members. and 
our efforts continue, as more people become eligible for boosters and make the smart choice to get 
vaccinated.  

in the following pages, we share how erie is evolving our approach to addressing patients’ behavioral 
health needs, and bringing people back into oral healthcare. You’ll meet a doctor who is leading erie’s 
comprehensive and innovative strategy to improve hypertension outcomes. and you’ll learn about the 
myriad ways erie provides resources and support that extend far outside the walls of the exam room 
yet make an equal impact on our patients’ health.  

erie’s persistent commitment to our patients and our mission is equally matched by the commitment 
of our donors, funders and partners. Your sustaining support allows us to grow, innovate and evolve to 
meet our patients’ needs.  

together, we work toward our vision of all people living their healthiest lives.  

in good health,

Brian p. marsella  lee Francis, mD, mpH
Chair, Board of Directors  President and CEO

On the cOvers

FRONT. Dylan Caleb Navarrete  
proudly shows off his COVID-19 
vaccination. 

BACK. Dr. Larisa Jesinskis 
cares for one of Erie’s youngest 
patients, Yunus Yahiaoui.

erie Family Health centers cared for more than 

88,000 patients in 2021—the highest number in 

our 65-year history. We provide medical, dental 

and behavioral healthcare that is ranked #1 for 

quality in illinois.

Our missiOn

motivated by the belief that healthcare is a  

human right, we provide high quality, affordable 

care to support healthier people, families and  

communities.

Our visiOn

all people living their healthiest lives.

Brian Marsella, left, and Lee Francis
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patients served

88,062
patients received  
affordable, holistic  
primary care 

workforce

784
staff are employed at erie, 
including 224 healthcare 
providers

118
staff members have been  
at erie for >10 years

provider training

272
providers in training

9
post-graduate  
medical training  
programs

patient visits
Erie adapted our care  
model to provide the safest 
care possible in 2021. 

out of a total of

370,900
patient visits

273,380
were in-person visits 

97,520
were telehealth visits

prenatal care

2,217
erie babies were delivered in 2021—more babies than any other community 
health center in Illinois and more than 99% of health centers nationally. 
erie’s prenatal team helps patients stay healthy during pregnancy, giving babies a 
great start in life. 

health center  
locations

seven
pRImARY CARE CENTERs

erie Division street

erie evanston/skokie 
dental onsite

erie Foster avenue 
dental onsite

erie HealtHreacH  
Waukegan
dental onsite

erie Helping HanDs 

erie HumBolDt park  
dental onsite

erie West toWn 

five
sCHOOL-BAsED  
HEALTH CENTERs

erie amunDsen 

erie clemente

erie JoHnson 

erie lake vieW 

erie WestsiDe

one
TEEN & YOuNg ADuLT  
CENTER

erie teen center 

ten
hospital partners

● amita HealtH 

 > st. Francis Hospital

 > saints marY & elizaBetH  
 meDical center

●	 HumBolDt park HealtH

●	 ann & roBert H. lurie  
cHilDren’s Hospital  
oF cHicago

●	 nortHsHore universitY 
HealtHsYstem

 > evanston Hospital

 > HigHlanD park Hospital

 > sWeDisH Hospital

●	 nortHWestern meDicine

 > lake Forest Hospital

 > nortHWestern  
 memorial Hospital

●	 vista HealtH sYstem

peDiatric immunizations

	 ERIE  48%

	 state  35%

	 national  40% 

preventive care

ranked in top 10% for clinical performance
last year, erie was recognized among the top 10% of health centers nationally for 
our clinical performance. even during the pandemic, erie did not stop proactively 
caring for patients to prevent chronic disease and other illness.

cervical cancer screening

	 ERIE  76%

	 state  55%

	 national  51% 

Erie 2021: At A glance

66%  
insureD BY meDicaiD 

63%  
Female 

23%  
uninsureD

44%  
Best serveD in a language  

otHer tHan englisH

43%  
unDer tHe age oF 18

71%  
Hispanic / latino 

patient demographics

diabetic patient outcomes

8,420
patients received care  
for diabetes 

70%
of diabetic patients  
ages 18-74  
maintained well controlled 
Hba1c levels

oral health care

16,327
patients received 
state-of-the-art  
oral care at erie’s  
four integrated  
dental care sites

97%
of pediatric dental 
patients received 
sealants as  
recommended to 
prevent cavities

areas served
We serve communities  
from North Lawndale on  
Chicago’s west side all the 
way up to Waukegan. And  
we do it regardless of a 
patient’s insurance status, 
immigration status, primary 
language, or ability to pay. 

>200
zip codes where  
erie patients live

covid-19 
Since the start of pandemic:

52,279
coviD-19 tests were  
administered

6,257
patients diagnosed with 
coviD-19 were cared for 
by erie

112,274
vaccinations or boosters 
were administered

Figures are from 2021 Uniform Data System (UDS). Comparative figures are from 2020,  
the most recent data available from the U.S. Health Resources and Services Administration.

BaBies Born WitH normal BirtHWeigHts

	 ERIE  96%

	 state  92%

	 national  92%

patients receiving prenatal care in First trimester

	 ERIE  86%

	 state  77%

	 national  73%

languages used

82
languages in which  
erie served patients

behavioral health

24,979
patient visits for behavioral 
healthcare, fully integrated 
into erie’s primary care
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Meeting evolving behavioral health needs  

Feelings of isolation, anxiety and grief throughout the pandemic have 

intensified patients’ behavioral healthcare needs. erie integrates medical 

and behavioral health and psychiatric care, screening all patients during 

medical visits for behavioral health concerns, and making a warm hand-

off to a therapist if necessary. 

recognizing that physical and emotional health are intertwined, erie’s 

goal is to serve the whole patient. our behavioral health and psychiatry 

services are both deepening and expanding to address our patients’ 

diverse needs. after pivoting largely to telehealth at the start of the 

pandemic, erie now offers patients a hybrid of telehealth or face-to-face 

visits, thereby increasing access. 

We are also shifting how we provide care. erie’s Behavioral Health 

perinatal program is designed to better serve prenatal and postpartum 

patients, with a goal to improve pregnancy outcomes as well as long-

term maternal-child health and wellness. Behavioral health providers 

are training their medical colleagues in trauma-informed care practices. patient-facing staff are learning to 

identify and care for patients with adverse childhood experiences (aces). through erie’s medication assisted 

treatment program, behavioral health and psychiatric services are part of a holistic program of treatment and 

support for patients with substance use disorders.

Working around barriers to provide patients the best care possible

Investing in our commitment to quality   

erie is always measuring quality data and has long promoted  

improvement and a culture of safety. But our organization takes this 

commitment a step further—employing an entire process improvement  

team, something primarily seen only at hospital systems. they 

support every division in the organization—the clinical teams, of 

course, but also human resources, it, finance and more—through 

staff training and mentoring. erie’s end goal is always to ensure the 

highest levels of quality along with efficient use of resources. 

in 2021, erie’s process improvement team facilitated a clinical work-

group to successfully improve patients’ diabetes and hypertension 

control. as erie ramped up coviD vaccination efforts across all erie 

health centers, the team organized the vaccine inventory distribution process. and they have been instrumental 

in creating workflows and leading significant, organization-wide training efforts to transition erie’s electronic 

health records system to epic, which will integrate with erie’s hospital partners and strengthen and improve 

erie’s quality and safety.

Expanding access to oral health   

For a brief period at the very start of the coviD-19 pandemic, erie’s oral health services were stripped back to 

only the most emergency procedures. since those initial weeks—and throughout pandemic surges—erie has 

implemented stringent safety protocols and worked hard to bring patients back into urgently-needed dental 

care. in 2021, there were 19,877 visits to one of erie’s four oral health clinics. eighty percent of erie’s oral health 

patients are children and teens under the age of 21, and the majority come from low-income Black and latino  

communities where children are 

traditionally more likely to develop  

tooth decay and cavities. 

Because it’s critical to expand 

oral health access for our  

communities, erie underwent 

construction in 2021 to add two 

new dental chairs and workspaces  

at erie Humboldt park Health 

center. erie is adding dental 

hygienists to handle preventative 

care, allowing our dentists to 

focus on more complex cases 

among our high-risk patients.

Helping babies get the healthiest start in life

protecting and providing for a new baby is often a source 

of anxiety for new or expecting parents, but the pandemic  

created additional layers of concern. erie has always 

helped babies get the healthiest start in life by providing 

individualized assistance to patients with high-risk preg-

nancies and their infants through our case management 

program. erie’s case managers help their patients navigate 

insurance, supplemental nutrition benefits, and specialty 

medical care; and they provide breastfeeding and other 

nutrition support. this past year, erie met even more new 

parents, right where they were. to address high levels of 

need in lake county, erie expanded case management 

services to erie Healthreach Waukegan. and when it was 

safest to limit face-to-face contact, erie’s case managers  

made curbside drop-offs at patient homes of urgently 

needed infant supplies like diapers, car seats, clothing and 

co-sleepers.

“I feel her here in my heart. Carmen, for me, 
is a friend, a sister, a mother. Carmen helps 
me, she comforts me . . . we greet each  
other with a big hug. I feel her love for me.”

Patient Lisbeth perez LOpez  
on her Case Manager Carmen Rodriguez, CFCM

Hear more about Lisbeth and Carmen’s 
story at erie.health/carmenandlisbeth
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Just as the pandemic forced all of us to change our personal  

behaviors, Erie Family Health Centers pivoted and evolved 

to ensure we could still provide the best care possible to our 

patients and communities. Being nimble and creative has paid 

off in the development of new programs and approaches that 

remove barriers to access and advance health equity—things 

that are now here to stay. Through growth and transformation, 

we remain persistently committed to our Erie families. 

Evolving care. 
Persistent commitment.

Ana saavedra, ApRN Fellow, checks the 
eyes of young patient Ethan while older 
brother Nathan looks on. Throughout the 
pandemic, Erie worked hard to ensure 
that kids were still receiving important 
developmental screenings and childhood 
immunizations.

6 evolving care. persistent commitment.  erie 2021 annual report 7
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responding to the pandemic

TEns oF THousands oF PEoPlE In our CoMMunITy have received  

critical protection from CoVId-19 through Erie’s robust vaccination efforts. Each time 

a new group of people became eligible for vaccination and later, booster shots,  

Erie mobilized: removing barriers to access, providing the latest, evidence-based  

information, listening with empathy, and protecting families. In spring 2021, Erie also 

partnered with the City of Chicago’s Protect Chicago Plus initiative, and set up a 

satellite vaccination clinic for residents of Chicago’s Humboldt Park and Garfield Park 

neighborhoods, two of the communities most burdened by CoVId-19 and uniquely 

vulnerable to barriers to vaccine uptake.

“Like a match lit in the darkness, 2021 became the year of the vaccine. Prevention  

has always been a cornerstone of primary healthcare at Erie. When the vaccine that  

could fight back against so much pain and disruption in our patients’ lives became 

available, Erie’s committed teams didn’t miss a beat ensuring that the communities 

we serve had easy access to this life-saving resource and education and support to 

feel empowered to make the decision to be vaccinated.”

CAROLINE m. HOKE, mD  
Chief Clinical Officer

Francis mowobi, Community  
Health LpN, administers a dose  
of COVID-19 vaccine.
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comprehensive care for chronic disease

non-CoVId HEalTHCarE nEEds HaVEn’T GonE away; on the contrary, many 

people have been neglecting health issues, like hypertension. More than 10,000 Erie 

patients live with hypertension—high blood pressure that can lead to heart disease 

and stroke if left untreated. Hypertension provider champion, dr. Miranda Hart,  

oversees Erie’s comprehensive strategy to support both providers and patients in  

the monitoring and treatment of this chronic condition. This past year, Erie began  

distributing blood pressure cuffs to patients, regardless of their insurance status.  

This way patients can self-monitor at home, removing a barrier when regularly coming 

into the health center is a challenge. Erie has established a standardized hypertension 

treatment protocol and provided training in hypertension management to care team 

members, including nurses, medical assistants and care managers. Providers also  

receive individualized coaching on how to care for their patients with uncontrolled 

blood pressure. with these efforts in place over the past year, the percentage of  

patients with controlled blood pressure improved by 15%.

Erie distributed 260 blood pressure monitors to patients, making it easy 
for self-monitoring at home.   

Dr. miranda Hart, internal medicine 
provider, checks the blood pressure 
of patient Lorena munoz. 

Hear more from Dr. Hart  
at erie.health/drhart
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caring for the whole person

ErIE ConsIdErs EVEryTHInG THaT IMPaCTs a PErson’s HEalTH, including the 

circumstances and environment in which they live, work and play. These factors are 

called “the social determinants of health.” The pandemic amplified the inequities that 

Erie’s patients live with, such as unreliable transportation, unstable or unsafe housing, 

and lack of access to fresh food markets. Erie expanded our work to help patients get 

connected to the resources they need outside of the exam room. since april 2020, 

our social determinants of Health (sdoH) Team has connected nearly 18,000 people 

to resources. Erie partners with nowPow, an online community referral platform with 

thousands of community resources throughout Illinois to provide personalized support  

to patients who need help accessing resources. In addition, on Erie’s Community  

resource webpage (www.eriefamilyhealth.org/resources), anyone can find commonly  

requested resources organized by region. as Erie continues to grow and evolve to meet  

the changing needs of our patient populations, our sdoH initiative will remain and grow  

with the organization, ensuring patients have access to the resources and services 

needed within their community and Erie. By identifying and responding to the social 

determinants of health, Erie will work to advance health equity among our patients and 

foster an environment where everyone can attain their full health potential. 

generous support from Erie donors has funded our valued partnership 
with Top Box Foods and expanded patients’ access to nutritious produce. 

social Determinants of Health Navigator 
Rafael Rauda has connected thousands 
of patients to the resources they need 
outside of the exam room. 

Hear more from Rafael and a  
patient who benefited from Top  
Box Foods meat and produce  
deliveries at erie.health/topbox 
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training the next generation of primary 
healthcare providers 

BECausE InCrEasInG aCCEss To qualITy HEalTHCarE depends on the 

availability of a skilled workforce, Erie invests in training the next generation of primary 

healthcare providers. Erie hosts eight post-graduate medical residency programs and 

a medical assistant training program. In addition, in June 2021 Erie graduated the first 

cohort of eight advanced practice registered nurses (aPrns) from the innovative  

AdvancingPractice Fellowship program, run in partnership with the university of Illinois  

at Chicago College of nursing. AdvancingPractice aims to cultivate quality care and  

nursing leadership through the development and mentorship of nurse practitioners 

and certified nurse midwives. The majority of the 2020/2021 Fellowship graduates 

now work as aPrns at Erie, and nine new future nursing leaders are deep into their 

2021/2022 clinical rotations and didactic learning sessions.

“I had a wonderful experience in the advancingPractice Fellowship, and I could not  

be any more grateful for such an amazing opportunity to help build the skills and 

confidence needed as I began my career as a provider. I can confidently say that this 

fellowship has invigorated my desire to continue working in community health.”

ANA pEREZ, msN, FNp-C  
‘21 advancingPractice Graduate, Advanced Practice Nurse, Internal Medicine, Erie West Town Health Center

preceptor Nicole markovich, FNp 
(right) leads ApRN Fellow Yesenia  
Ceja through the process of reviewing 
a specimen with a microscope.
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partnering with patients to remove barriers

naVIGaTInG aMErICa’s CoMPlEx HEalTH sysTEM is challenging, particularly  

for Erie patients with barriers such as low income, no insurance, and limited English 

fluency. when the pandemic increased our communities’ need to access healthcare 

while simultaneously making it more difficult, Erie guided people to the care and  

resources they needed. Patient Benefits advocates help patients register for insurance  

and assist non-insured patients with applying for Erie’s sliding fee payment scale. our 

outreach teams connect directly with patients overdue for a visit to personally help 

them back into care. Erie Teen Center implemented a “chat” function on Erie’s website  

to give patients ages 12-24 a convenient and private way to get answers to their 

healthcare questions. and in 2021, our Patient access Center handled 830,000 calls— 

significantly higher than any prior year—connecting patients to the appointments, 

referrals, medication refills, CoVId-19 testing and vaccinations, and resources they are 

seeking.

“We’re a community. It doesn’t matter who you are, or where you come from.  

We serve every person individually. We’re here for you. We care.”

pRICILLA ALVARADO  
Patient Benefits Advocate Team Leader

pricilla Alvarado welcomes patients at  
Erie Teen Center. 

See more of Pricilla’s story  
at eriehealth/pricilla
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statement of financial position

Fiscal years ending June 30 2021 2020

assets

cash  $ 12,773,676 $ 14,120,994

patient account receivables 7,644,470  4,199,423

grants receivable 8,430,589  7,945,491 

prepaid expenses/other current assets 7,054,109  4,704,741

Total current assets  35,902,844  30,970,649

investments 24,899,957   11,328,231

note receivable 9,717,700   9,620,700

property, plant and equipment  24,777,638   19,861,337

Total assets  95,298,139   71,780,917

liaBilities anD net assets

current liabilities  14,188,545    10,230,639

long-term liabilities  17,137,429   13,695,504

Total liabilities  31,325,974   23,926,143

net assets  

  Without donor restrictions 58,910,229 42,022,272

  With donor restrictions 5,061,936 5,832,502

Total net assets 63,972,165   47,854,774

Total liabilities and net assets  $95,298,139   $71,780,917

statement of activities

Fiscal years ending June 30 2021 2020

revenue anD otHer support

contributions and grants3  $31,879,895  $25,305,965

patient service revenue   60,665,615  47,645,176 

other income  5,676,521   4,158,812

Total revenue and other support  98,222,031   77,109,953

operating expenses BY Function

program services  76,557,445  65,635,296 

Fundraising  1,002,036  1,019,611

general administration  10,181,074  8,151,793 

Total operating expenses  87,740,555  74,806,700

operating income (loss) 10,481,476  2,303,253 

capital investments in erie’s future  107,380  4,461 

change in equity investments* 5,528,535 (1,204,539)

Change in net assets  $16,117,391  $ 1,103,539 

net assets at the beginning of the year  $47,854,774  $46,751,599

net assets at the end of the year $63,972,165  $47,854,774

1. all numbers trace to audited financial statements.

2. these consolidated financial statements include the results of the erie Family Health Foundation. 

3. this amount includes $6.2 million in non-recurring government grants related to the coviD-19 pandemic.

Financial statements1, 2

Erie’s FY21 results include $5.1 million of net 

operating income from non-recurring sources,  

including COVID-19 government grants, 

COVID-19 vaccine administration fees and  

in-kind revenue. The positive results have  

enabled Erie to build crucial capital reserves  

to support operations as well as future  

investment in patient services and growth. patient paYor mix 

●		66% medicaid
●  23% uninsured
●  8% commercial 
●  3% medicare

operating revenue 

●		62% patient services  
  revenue
●  16% federal
●  8% private grants  
  and donations 
●  8% state and local
●  6% other

operating expenses 

●		87% program services
●  12% general   
  administration 
●  1% fundraising
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Dear partners and friends,

as coviD-19 first spread across our neighborhoods, donors and funders generously contributed  
resources that jumpstarted erie Family Health centers’ quick and agile response. this boost fueled 
erie’s ability to support communities disproportionately impacted by the pandemic with care that met 
the moment. 

two years later, as the pandemic has evolved, so has erie. efforts that you helped us launch initially 
to aid patients in an unprecedented time of crisis, such as food box donations and at-home health 
screening tools, have now become part of erie’s core practices. Your financial support sustains our 
work to meet primary care needs that don’t retreat when coviD surges.

our patients, communities, and healthcare workforce benefit from your commitment to health equity 
and access to holistic, affordable care. thank you for your continued dedication.

For the second year in a row, we met virtually at events hosted by  
erie Family Health Foundation, the erie associate Board and other  
erie leaders and volunteers. We are grateful to our sponsors, donors 
and event participants for funding the expansion of erie’s social  
Determinants of Health program and connecting thousands of  
patients with critical resources that impact health like nutritious food, 
transportation, housing and legal assistance. Your support also provided  
direct relief to patients in the form of food boxes and infant supplies. 

You are all an important part of the erie family—and it is exciting to watch our family grow! thank you 
to our loyal ambassadors who introduced friends and loved ones to erie’s mission this past year.  
Welcome, new donors! You helped expand erie’s reach in the community as we grew to serve more 
than 88,000 patients in 2021. 

erie’s care is evolving to meet a new moment. our patients now have access to coviD vaccines,  
at-home testing, and medication therapeutics. You are an integral part of the partnership between  
erie and our patients, both in and outside of the exam room. Your financial support helps to provide 
access to empowering tools and removes barriers to good health. We are grateful that you’re part of 
our erie community. 

sincerely,

melissa Hilton  nancy Bock
Executive Director Board Chair  
Erie Family Health Foundation  Erie Family Health Foundation

operating giFts
Annual gifts from  
July 1, 2020— 
June 30, 2021

public sources
chicago Department  
of public Health 
chicago public schools
ela township 
Federal emergency  
management agency 
(Fema)
illinois Department  
of Human services 
illinois Department  
of public Health 
lake county community 
Development Division
libertyville township 
niles township 
us Department of Health 
and Human services, 
Health resources and 
services administration 
vernon township 
Wauconda township
Waukegan township

Academic partnerships
alliancechicago
ann & robert H. lurie 
children’s Hospital of 
chicago
northwestern university
northshore university 
Healthsystem 
rush university  
medical center
university of michigan
university of chicago 
medical center  
university of illinois 
chicago 

corporations,  
FounDations,  
organizations anD 
inDiviDuals

$1,000,000 and above
northshore university 
Healthsystem
northwestern medicine■ 
the grainger  
Foundation■

$500,000-$999,999
swedish Hospital  
(part of northshore  
university Healthsystem)
the crown Family■

$200,000-$499,999
aapD Foundation■

aiDs Foundation  
of chicago
invest for kids■

polk Bros. Foundation■

John and kathleen 
schreiber

$100,000-$199,999
the glasser and rosenthal  
Family Foundation
gorter Family  
Foundation■

Healthcare Foundation  
of northern lake county
Healthy communities 
Foundation
Hearst Foundations
Hunter Family Foundation
illinois children’s  
Healthcare Foundation
lloyd a. Fry Foundation■

ann & robert H. lurie 
children’s Hospital  
of chicago
meridian Health plan  
of illinois
tony valukas and  
cathy Beres■

$50,000-$99,999
anonymous (2)
abbvie Foundation
alliancechicago— 
illinois contraceptive 
access now 
Joe and kirsten almeida
valerie egem
Finnegan Family  
Foundation■

Better Health® of illinois
michael reese Health 
trust
sisyphus supporting 
Foundation■

tom russell charitable 
Foundation

$25,000-$49,999
anonymous
abbott Fund
Bluecross and  
Blueshield of illinois
the Brinson Foundation
chicago community trust
chicago House and 
social service agency
D&r Fund/glasser and 
rosenthal Family
lee Francis●● and  
michelle gittler
illinois public Health 
institute
Bowman c. lingle trust
mark and maureen miller 
Family Foundation
susan g. komen® 
chicago
Florence and laurence 
spungen Family  
Foundation■

the northern trust 
Foundation
siragusa Family  
Foundation■

united Way  
of lake county

united Way  
of metropolitan chicago 
Jill garling and tom 
Wilson/Wilson-garling 
Foundation nFp

$10,000-$24,999 
anonymous
Bank of america  
charitable Foundation
stephen W. and susan 
m. Baird Foundation
Francis Beidler Foundation
William cape
chicago Foundation  
for Women
linda cushman▲● 
Delta Dental of illinois 
Foundation
paul and mary Finnegan
paul Francis
the Frankel Family 
Foundation
the Honorable susan● 
and mr. scott garrett/
garrett Family Foundation
David leib and  
anne gendler
carol gittler
First presbyterian church 
of libertyville
grant Healthcare  
Foundation
Helen Brach Foundation
gary raju● and  
melissa macek
Brian p.▲ and michele 
marsella
colonel stanley r. mcneil 
Foundation
sara paretsky
paypal giving Fund
Jill simon svoboda▲ and 
John svoboda
trustmark Foundation

$5,000-$9,999  
matt aaronson▲ and  
kate sanderson
american cancer society
arnold Family Foundation
Helen and Duane Binns
avery Hart and nina Black
nancy Bock▲● and  
Doug Fendon
estate of Walter s. clark
michael cole▲

patrick and anna m. 
cudahy Fund
lawrence and charlotte 
Damron
the Donley Foundation
Javier Flores
genentech
gcs charitable Fund
amy morrison Heinrich 
and robert Heinrich
caroline Hoke●

Hops for Humanity
kathy tisdahl and  
patrick Hughes
richard● and sandra 
Hutson
illinois primary Health 
care association
pascale and thomas 
kichler
William g.▲ and Joan 
kistner
the lehman-stamm 
Family Fund
nancy and David napalo
eleanor and William 
revelle
Winnetka congregational 
church
lolli zarlin

$2,500-$4,999 
ellen and michael alter
cigna Foundation
Judith cothran●

church of the Holy spirit 
(lake Forest)
george m. eisenberg 
Foundation for charities
edith Harte and karl matlin
melissa Hilton● and  
Jonathan perman
eric▲ and sarah mayeda
molina Healthcare  
of illinois
sara● and ted naureckas
lorraine and norman 
perman
elizabeth and Daniel reidy
Daniel reinberg and 
susie mcmonagle
olivia Bea ross  
Foundation
Barbara rother
cheryl sanders●

William and sue ellen 
skeens
Deborah gillaspie and 
Frederick sturm
Darryl tom▲

thomas toser
Jenny Y. zhang

$1,000-$2,499 
anonymous
all saints’ episcopal 
church/ravenswood run
John and carol Balkcom
Bonnie and michael Balkin
edward Bancroft
Betsy and Bill Banks
ann and steve Bartram
reed Beidler
marjorie Benton
carly Berg●

paul and lisa Blumberg
christopher Boisselle●

Betty and William Boyd
karen Bradley

amy valukas● and  
paul Brinkmann
elizabeth ester and 
michael Brody
gauri◆ and matt Brown
David Bruce●

radha reddy and  
Bruce Buerk
lara gartner and  
nathan Burleson
catherine chen●

cathy Junia● and  
andrew cierny
Deborah and Walter 
clements
marianna crane
Davies Family Foundation
carol and Brendan Deely
adriana Diaz●

theodore and ann Doege
nancy e. pick and  
lawrence r. Douglas
lisa▲ and Joel Dykstra
Judith c. eastridge●

elizabeth Feldman●

mesirow Financial
amy reichert and  
sam Fleischacker
kirkland & ellis  
Foundation/Willard and 
anne Fraumann 
kellcie Fund
george gardiakos●

steven geiermann
andrea and Jeff gosz
sarah B. Hahn●

laurence e. Herman 
Family Foundation
Henderson Family  
Foundation
Hurckes Family  
Foundation
David Buchanan and 
lacinda Hummel
illinois primary Health 
care association
patrick and amy kamins
kenneth and Barbara 
kaufman
marie kaufman
lauren and patrick 
keenan-Devlin
charles Barone and 
susan keiffer
eileen and gerard kelly
mary king
caitlin● and Donald● 
lassus
nicole kazee● and  
andrew lewis
kedzie lawrence plaza 
llc

Melissa Hilton, left, and Nancy Bock
 ● staff
 ▲ Governing board
 ● Foundation board
 ◆ associate board 
 ● deceased
 ■ Multi-year gift

Thank you to our generous donors

Every dollar raised  
by Erie Family Health  
Foundation goes directly  
to supporting essential  
programs according  
to donor intent.
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maria logli
sally and steve lundeen
melissa lupella
nan mahaffy●

emily and Jess martin
carol mullins
Jack murchie and  
carol Becker
raymundo galeno 
navarro
terrence conway and 
Judith neafsey
marilla ochis
mary ann and thomas 
oczkowski
elliot s. Weisenberg and 
clara e. orban
robert paul
peter Jones and  
marian pearcy
David rahija
sandra Del toro● and 
gonzalo rodriguez
susan swider and  
John rogers
Jane sanjinez
robert and Barbara 
schmid
guy rozentsveig and 
vicky shapiro
miranda Hart● and  
Jacob shapiro
Jeffrey● and mary  
sherman 
Debra sikanas
susan and Dwight 
sipprelle
carl and Donna stapleton
lyjia olayinka e.s. 
strachan●

Daniel stutzman
top Box Foods
vail Family Foundation/
margaret vail
miriah plawer-volmerding 
and matt volmerding
val and rob Weiss
Bert and Barbara Weller
zivin Family Foundation

$500-$999
anonymous
virginia and John  
andersen
Beth and Jim ashley
David W. and ann p. Baker
laura Banks●

tom Bauer
kathryn and anthony 
Belcore
christopher Benavente●

mercer Health and 
Benefits
rachel Bhagwat◆

missy Fleming and  
Jack Block
lisa kearney● and  
richard Bolliger

philomena and David 
Boulanger
calvine and charles 
Bowen
James and corrinne Boyer
christina Brown
amy armstrong and 
robert cape
cardiac cath lab team 
at ann & robert H. lurie 
children’s Hospital  
of chicago 
Justin chura
gordon schiff and 
mardge cohen
charese David
mark Davis
Barbara Dickinson-sroka●

catherine Dimou
megan Doyle●

Don and Barbara enns
andrew ewbank●

Frolichstein Family
sam Fishkin
karen salmon and  
eric garton
Bill & melinda gates 
Foundation
sandra and Franklin 
gelber
trish and charles 
georgas
anne and steve gilford
martha glynn●

Jill Heaton and  
charles Frank gross
matthew Hire
robert e. and carol J. 
Hirschtick
Douglas Hough
ellen F. Hyndman
tracy irwin●

luz and ed Jimenez
miriam kelm
sandra klingensmith
Jeffrey and Beth kopin
matthew kunkel and  
neal lenhoff
megan lewis
robin varnado● and  
Dean loizou
antonia J. contro and 
george marquisos
robert r. mccormick 
Foundation
carine and robert  
mcgreevey
Betsy● and mark  
mckelvey
annet miranda●

sari mondschain
mara motley●

ronald leahy and  
rose navarro
matt o’Brien
Brenda ocon●

kelly and timothy o’Day

John and katie palmer
kevin patel
Feyce m. peralta●

natalie raghu●

rachel ramaswamy●

Beatrix and steve rashid
ruth richman
nneka rimmer
Yulanda ross●

margaret russell●

consuelo and luis salazar
Joanne sarroza●

kostas savakis
Jay schmiedeskamp
mike silver
richard and sara silver
peter skewes-cox
Janet and stephen smith
valeria J. stokes●

eric and chris strobel
aparna sundaram
mayumi● and chris 
swanson
Diana and John terlato
sara tranchina●

Brian uhlig
gloria kot and  
gintaras vaisnys
annie grossman and 
Daniel Wachter
cornelia grumman and 
James Warren
carol Waugh
lauren Weber
sherry nordstrom● and 
David Weindling
vicki● and John Whildin
adrienne White-Faines
YWca of lake Forest
Julie and mark zerwic
margie and mark zivin

$250-$499 
anonymous (4)
samuel ach
laura a. Dawson and 
larry p. adams
steve and Jackie adams
prominence advisors
Brian and Julie alcala
James n. alexander
maria D. ascencio●

Diana avarca●

katie and a. Wynn Bailey
Beth valukas and  
peter Barash
cynthia Barnard
audwin Barnes●

susana Barona●

katrina Barone●

courtney Benson
lisa Black
lawrence and ann  
Hartman Brown
elizabeth Bryan

Joel Buchanan
mary Burgess
maura cawley
ellen chadwick
elizabeth Bennetts● and 
ron chitekwe
shangyne colston●

karen and John coons
rebeca covarrubias●

lisette craft●

ramil mendoza and  
todd cummings
carolyn Dickens▲

mara Divis●

peter and victoria Donati
sara and James Downey
meredith and phil Dray
Julie Francis and  
Howard Drossman
erie neighborhood House
elizabeth Fama
stephanie v. Feijoo●

Jean and andy Fies
mary kay Foley●

clarks Fork Foundation
Joyce Fox
Judy and Jerrold Frumm
carolyn gifford
Deborah midgley● and 
Brian gladstein
roberta glick
Yasmine goelzer
carla rubalcava◆ and 
Juan J. gonzalez
claire goulding
Barbara goyette
William and mary greene
ada mary gugenheim
nathaniel guimont●

Daisy Jaime guzman●

susana guzman●

linda Hall
emily Harris
Health and medicine 
policy research group
robert and Janet Helman
saendy michelle morales 
Hernandez
linda and Doug Honnold
margaret c. Howard
pat and Brigid Hughes
larisa● and paul  
Jesinskis
marisol De Jesus●

altamush Jindani●

natalie Jinete●

carolynn price and  
adam Johnson
William● and cathy 
kenworthy
Julia c. korenman
rachel krause and  
adam Helman
elizabeth lange
mary-anne meyer and 
Janet larson

nash Disability law
ryan lee●

ian and Debbie lesch
gerry and claudia linda
emily macDonald●

Denise macey
Dean and keri manheimer
elizabeth martinez●

allee e. mcDaniel●

Jacqueline mcsparron●

Daniel mendoza●

carolyn and David menke
menya miles●

David moreno●

richard and Jill murphy 
anna nguyen●

geoyia nightengale●

mary novak
Denise oleske
manas parikh●

Julia parzen
sara segal loevy
elizabeth and James 
peterson
linda pfeffer
kate maehr and  
sam pickering
maria D. pirotte●

nicole● and michael 
Quien
caryn summer and 
Bradley reiff
giannina riccardi
osmany i. rivas●

vanessa rivas-lopez●

Hannah rowell●

Daniel russel●

Deborah russell
regina sant’anna
David and Judith  
schiffman
amy schuman
april and Jon schweitzer
Jeanette t. silva●

Jonathan siner
sandra small●

William smith
sherri spear
scott J. spencer●

ingrid and Bill stafford
David meyers and  
roberta strickler
martin tessler
christine Junia-trias and 
Derick trias
rosalie alicea▲ and 
robert tutman
Jaclyn● and tom Walsh
mark Warner
gail Warner
karelle a. Webb●

catherine and robert 
Wegrzyn
Jennifer Weiser●

santina● and chris Wheat

Forrest Whittaker
stephanie Whyte
steph Willding
ashley moy Wooten●

anna Jean Woroch
Hiren zala

$100-$249 
anonymous
michele and sheldon 
abrams
Jessica and tim  
achtstatter
susan agate
Jazmine aguila●

arnaz alavi
nizamuddin alavi
syed mustafa alavi●

anne albrecht
alauddin a. m. al-eisa
Wafa algahmi
lucy m. amaro●

karen appleby
Denise Johnson aratlakov
lifton associates
scott Bakal
carmin Ballou
katie and Dave Bandstra
carol Barnett
christine Baumbach
kathleen Behner
Barry mizock and  
Janice Benson●

Betzy Berganza▲

christan Biggers●

stacy and ted Bilharz
kate● and Jack Birdwell
sue Black
karen Blair
adam Blumenthal
David and cynthia Borosh
micaela Bowers●

michael Boyd▲

perla Brito●

mary Brown
margaret and patrick 
Buckley
carol ann and Jerry Burin
arlene Bury●

michelle Byrne
rebecca calendo●

edie canter
alissa● and ryan carlson
thomas carter
Dori caruso
celeste castillo▲

christina cedeno●

ana cesan
Diane cesarone
ernest▲ and sarah chang
William and kathy 
chapman
michael chinn
victoria chiou
sung Yeon choimorrow

karen christiansen
robert and carolyn 
clarick
arielle clouse
Hedy cohen
elaine coldren●

martin contreras
eva contreras●

nancy coolley
marci and glen cornblath
carolyn culberg
maureen m. culhane
kristin Danzinger
krishna Das
amanda p. Dauten●

sujata Dayal
June Dayon
ariel and steven Derringer
amish Desai●

David Doerr
Jeff kunkel◆ and  
sean Doe-simkins
Deborah Donovan
paula Douglass
sandy and Bobby 
Drackett
kathy and neil Driscoll
karen Duncan
andrew and lauren 
Dykens
Jane and tim eaton
mary elliott
iman emamifard▲

kristin estandarte
ngozi o. ezike
ellen Falkof
paul Feldman
Janet Ferguson●

Deborah leiner and  
karl Fields
charlie Figueroa
neil Fisher
sheila Fleming
george Fogel
James and nancy Foody
andrea Ford
mary and tom Frech
earl and arden Frederick
Julie Froeter
pilar mercado Fuller
clare Furlo
alma gamez●

Joselyn garcia●

Bill garrity
thomas gavagan●

kristin van genderen
Debra gittler
Betty and Bruce  
gladfelter
glencoe union church
corey glenn●

claire and mark golan
Janessa goldbeck
allen i. goldberg
colleen golomski

Debbie gooden
mai lynn grajewski●

caroline F. gries
gena m. grospe●

adriana guzman●

Beth truett Haagen
chris Haen
gabriela Hallas●

patricia Hannon●

Brittany r. Hay●

David Hayes
maureen Hellwig
lauren Henry●

Janeen Hernan
Janet a. and stuart p. 
Hersh
sue and stu Hertzberg
Debbie Hew●

David Hill
arielle Hirschfeld●

Jenny Ho
stephen Hoffman
Jean g. and lon W. 
Homeier
chenlin Hu
siu Hui
Brit Hyde
nate and sandy Hyde
gerald privasky ii
eugene Hotchkiss iii
national association  
of pediatric nurse  
practitioners–il
mary ivascu
tiphany Dee Jackson●

susan Jaffee
susan Janiczek
sheila and kenneth Javor
Joanne and glenn 
Johnson
Wesley and sandra 
Johnson
lacey Johnson●◆

audrey Jonas
Darwyn Jones
geralynn m. kahn
katherine kamholz
Jung panambo and  
Howie kantoff
linda m kaste
Bruce mosbacher and 
Joan katz
rhea keenan
Dana kelly
adina kleiman and  
allan kensky
kathleen kilbane
patricia H. kleeman
kelly klingensmith●

elaine and ronald kobold
Joan kopinski
ronda and gary  
korzon-kromelow
susan kurtenbach●

gail lagman

carmen lago
sarah lambeth●

marcella landis
Barth landor●

lea langdon
rebecca lapat●

scottie larson●

kathleen laslo●

Jenn lassa
april lee
Hyo lee●

keith lehuta
troy leight
aviva levavi
lana l. lindgren●

pauline villapando little
Josie llaneza●

mary p. loftus
tracy lyons●

ebony mackey●

Dr. orlanda mackie
erin mandel
mark mason
lisa B. mckenna●

mary e. mclaughlin
Bruce mcnulty
kellie● and marlon 
medious
iqbal rehman and  
razia memon
ana mercado●

David and Janet midgley
natalie mikat-stevens
lupita monroy●

lawrence moss
ramcel Quien
mary carol murphy
veronica murphy
angela murray
katelyn murren
amy Jo muscott
Dhara naik
charlotte m. niznik
megan noakes
Jenny liem nordin●

cheyla noriega●

char nottoli
laura l. nozicka●

kim a. nugent
kathleen o’connor
lisa m. oldham●

christina n. oliveros●

vanessa ortega●

katy paige
angela papassavas
samir patel
rosio patino●

carolyn payne●

rosalba pelaez- 
Bustamante●

luisa penepacker
cindy perez●

angelica perez●

carol perry

kate pflaumer
Betsey and Dale pinkert
laura schwab● and 
Daniel pinkert
Brigitte pintz●

megan piotrowski
peter power
chrystal pozin
kelly a. Quaine
nagaraja raghu
priya rajan
ramu ramiah
William linden and  
karen randolph
susan and Bill ratzer
lynn and phil rauch
patty and Bob reece
susan reed
Barbara reidy
cheryl and James render
Felicia resendez●

Jeff richardson
Wesley robb-mcgrath
mary-ann Wilson and 
mark r. rosenbaum
John and audrey  
rosenheim
piper rothschild
shannon rotolo
oliver ruff
marisol samano●

sandra sanguino
margie schaps
elizabeth schenkier
amy schroeder●

larry shatuck
Debra shore
Joe and Jacqueline 
shubitowski
lisa shubitowski
michele shubitowski●

ana r. sigda●

Benjamin simon
edwin simon
sherry simon
Joan slanina
D’etta a. smith
iliana solorzano●

clark stanford
tatum stewart●

elaine stottmeister
Jill straus
lori and kevin suddick
Jennifer tello●

third unitarian church
tara a. tillman●

chevonne toney●

Hieu ton-that

 ● staff
 ▲ Governing board
 ● Foundation board
 ◆ associate board 
 ● deceased
 ■ Multi-year gift

DONORS, CONTINUED
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Juana torres●

macie trufant
toshiko uchida
aurea urquiza●

eduardo valentin-perez●

Janice c. valukas
arvydas D. vanagunas
neha vashna
george and martha velez
David velez●

Barb vicory
kathy and michael viollt
Jose m. viruet●

rebecca Wiedmeyer
Bridget Wild
Donna and Don Williams
leslie and kevin Williams
lorena a. Williams●

Heather Winn
elizabeth and robert 
Wood
larry Wrobel
nicole Yanez-zamora●

allison clark Young●

Dea and cliff zimmerman
libby Bankoff and  
James zuehl
lynn zuellig

up to $99
anonymous (7)
thadeous abraham
liza ach
cecilia ackmann
stephanie acosta●

lauren adams
anne adams
pooja agrawal●

kim ainis
tracy akinduro
Janet albers
laura c. albiac
Bayane alem
Janell allen●

madeline alvarado●

andrea e. silva alvarez●

shelby amarantos
elizabeth amastal●

meredith anderson
robin anderson
gena and Jeff andreason
mark angel
tricia apitz
phoebe arbogast
andrea arias
patricia arient
lauren arn
sheila ashby-schultz
kenn and lyn ashley
elizabeth auman
edgar e. aviles●

marlenie ayala●

azucena ayala-romo●

elina Bampi

carrie Bankes
Jeff Banks
kris Beck
marlene Bellis
angelica Bello●

celine Bennetts
Janet Bennick
aJ Berk
meredith Berlin●

meg Bernard
lizzi Heydemann and 
Henry Bernstein
melissa Bert
milap Bhatt●

Holly Birnbaum
John Bishop
Janet Blachman
Joseph Black
kate Black
nicole Blackford
Jane grover and  
William Blanchard
anna Blauw●

naomi Blumberg
taylor Boelkes
cristina Bondoc
stacey Boosey
lida Borges
gina Boswell
aviva Bowen
malin Bowers
susan Bowyer
Joshua Bradley
sylvie Brick◆

sarah Bricker
marisol Britton
laura Brodsky
amy Brooks
miriam Brosseau
christina Brown
gail Brownell
nancy Burke and  
steve Harp
emily Burnett
lillian Butler
Jennifer Byrd
Brianna r. Byrd●

shantala campoverde
alexandra caneris
marianne caparros
alexie lina carabello●

calyn carbery
Jessica carleton
melissa carnall
alan Hutchison and  
kate carter
lisa carver
sarah cassidy
roger and Betty cassidy
alissa chung
kathy clark
David clark●

marina claudio
Denisse clavijo

teri clifton●

sharon clough
angela coderre
megan coffey
rachel cohen
michelle g. coleman●

Jennifer colleton●

steph colon
angie colon●

melissa B. conant
laura concannon
teresita consunji
Dana coons
John cooper
rachel cort
Juan cortez
amy costello
michelle couturier
erin craft-otterbacher●

robin cullen
katie cunningham
Batibut cuyugan
mike czajkowski
niels W. Dale●

michael Dalton
shira Danan
liora Danan
Julie Danan
geri and James Davis
kevanya J. Davis●

zaida Dedolph
muhammad Deen●

ashley Degarmo
Jil Deheeger
Barbara Delew
Janett Delgado●

adam Del-radio
Dana Demes
James and lynn Denton
alicia Diaz
vanessa Diaz●

rosario Diaz●

irma Diaz-gonzalez
anne Dilig
guistrian Dior
kimberly l. Dixon
rafael Dominguez●

nick Drammissi
kathy and neil Driscoll
carol Ducommun
laura k. Duffy
ally Dye
andrea Dymond
Deborah edberg
carol edelson
laura eder
mary eggersdorf
ruthanne erbach
laura erickson
m. escorpizo
tess estep
ashley B. estrada●

ann eyrich

stephanie Fabiyi●

raymond Fang
Diane Fanning
Julia Faraci
tzvi Feifel
Jackie Feiler
madeleine Fifarek
lauren Fifarek●

Jazmin Figueroa●

susan m. Finn
noel Fischre
ted Fishman
John Flemming
Diana Dominguez Flores●

Jen Fortney
sara Fossum
lisa Fowler
madeline Fowler
amy Fraas
andrea Fragoso●

ruth Friedman
Yevgeniya r. Barmash 
and mikhail● a. Furman
cynthia galvan●

Jamie gamber
esther J. garcia●

robert garofalo
katie garrett
emily gates
Jessica gavzer
Diana genchanok
Wesley gibbert●

Dragan gill
mandy l. gittler●

David goese
mary goetz
emily goldhar
isamar gomez●

angel gonzalez
alicia gonzalez
alina gonzalez
Doris casillas gonzalez●

guadalupe gonzalez●

Jasmine gonzalez●

maralee gordon
Jasmine gowdy
Janet graham
kimberly grant
sonja grigg
eston and sandy gross
amy gross
audrey grzywinski
katherine guay
mira Hager●

David Hall
alberto Hanan
abby Hanscom◆

pat n. Harada
Jean-luc Harbin
ariel Harbin
aaron Hart●

elizabeth Hart
amy Hass
orin Hasson

megan Hatcher●

karen Haverkamp●

erika Hayes
monica Heenan
carissa Heine
elizabeth Henschen
robyn Hensel
maria g. Heredia●

clemente Hernandez●

ericka Hernandez●

Joel and maria Herrera
lizette Herrera
tanairi Herrera●

Julie Hess
amy l. Hetzner
callie Heyne
Jennifer Hill◆

alison s. Hilton
Barbara Hinden
Barbara Hoff
christina Hoppolz
Judith Horwitz●

vijay Hudock
irum Humayun●

sylvia ibarra●

Judith and tom ivacko
andrew ivanchenko
kimberly a. Jackson●

David Jaffee
cassie Jo
kathy Jones
averille D. Jones●

rosemary Joy●

Jamie kaplan
robin karlov
Hannah e. keel●

susan kelley
christine kenny
Deb kerr
amy ketchum
zaineb khan
ali khan●

leena khatib
simon khazon
rachel kichler
mary kilianski
kit killion
ronald cohen and  
Helen kim
kristina kins
William kirk
melanie knuppel
claire kohrman
kara kolibas
george koll
Barbara kovel
margaret koziol
therese krieger
Jonathan krieger
Dale and clinton krislov
gary and erica krugel
angelika kuehn
emily kunkel
kelly kunkel

kevin kunkel
mike kunkel
sheila kunkel
erin langdon
marti and george lannert
leslie lauderdale
shawn lawrence
calynn lawrence
margaret Folliard ledvora
stephanie D. lee●

Jon lehman
katherine lehman●

itzel alvarez leon●

megan levonyak
thomas a. lilien
Dhanya limaye●

ari Hart and  
Becca linden
cece lindequist
Brandon lipke●

John and Jeannine little
Jane liu
linda and Doug longman
elena longman
michael gelder and  
mary rita luecke
liliana luna●

liz lyons
nancy lyons
eileen macdonald
Bridget● and patrick 
magner
gregory mahaffy
mariciel mahoney
gerard makovec
pepe maldonado
alicia mandujano
kathy manthey
martha maranzani
christine marie
kristin marie
stephanie marin●

nicole markovich●

mayra marquez●

karen l. marsella
kay marsella
mia marsella
marilyn martinez
michael martinez
lisa matuska
anton mazur
nora mcallister
emily mccaffrey
teresa mccarthy
nancy mcDaniel
colleen mcelligott
Jeanine mcgrath
sara mckee
sandy mcnabb
tom mcsparron
rebecca medina
Jacqueline medina●

Judy mendez▲

shannon metzger●

emily meyers
kimberly and tim miller
sophie miller
laura minarich
ahresha minter-Bey●

rosanne mistro
marybelle mittenthal
lauren mizock
nick monroe
Jasmin leigh montejano●

Jeannette montoya●

eyhary morales●

lauren p. morrison
mollie morton
meg moskovitz
maureen muldoon
tom e. murray
susan murray
carol muskin
Hansika narayan
James naureckas
Diamond neita●

eric and shilpa nelson
Hannah neville
maria D. nickerson●

Hokuto nishioka
emily norman
ami novoryta
charles nozicka
terry Fautsch nuebling
Beth and thomas nyhan
susan and mark nystuen
mary ochs
Bonnie kahn ognisanti
ruben rucoba and  
margaret o’Hara
kathleen Johnson olsen
erika olson
emily olson●

James and mary  
orrington
mary kate osborne●

sonia oyola
carol palmer
Joseph palombo
liza palubicki
christina papirnik
anne pappas
sandra D. and nick c. 
paterakos
Brandon patrick
livier pelayo●

ana k. perez●

karen perez●

martha Y. munoz perez●

nancy perez●

rebecca perez●

rachel perkal
robin perrtree
alissa peterson
ellen petrick
matthew petty
cheryl philip
katherine piekarz

erin pieschke
Jason and kathryn pinter
madelynn pokrzywinski
Deborah Wright-powell 
and David powell
Jean powlesland
Janine reinholtz pruett●

elaine purdy
Jacqueline Quintana●

maira eliza Quizhpi●

vanessa a. ramirez●

kimberly ramos
Joe raschke
meghan m. rausch
gwenn rausch
carolyn read
gloria redondo●

stuart lubin and  
mollie reed
ava regan◆

Jessica m. reggi●

eileen rendahl
april richardson
amanda rivera●

Berna robb
Douglas robb
kirsten robb-mcgrath
sharon robinson
amanda robinson
mariah robles●

aireale rodgers
adriana roman●

grizel roman●

rosecelle romano
richard J. romanowski▲

Jovan mcneil rosa
rene rosa
Dayra rosales●

athena rosario
esther r. rosenbloom
elizabeth Hepola roth
angkana roy●

Diane W. rozycki
rachel sacks
nour el-Houda sahraoui●

marcia salas●

irina salazar●

Jenny sanchez●

moey santos
Juan sarmiento
esther sault●

laura sayen
shannon scalzo
Jeff schacht
maya schenwar
nicholas schimek
mary schollhamerdelbecq
nancy p. schubert
tina schuh●

sheila schultz
amy sebeson
milner seifert
Jennifer seo●

estrella sepulveda●

anne and eric shain
amanda shaker
nikhil shankar
Jane shapiro
Jay shefsky
shazia shivji
roza shlyapintokh
kanako kawai shuaipaj●

rachel simon
kimberly sivertsen
paula sjogerman
carolyn smigla
enid smith
maureen smith
terrence smith
Yuliya smith
maggie snap
Jadrianna sobczak●

abigail sofian
alejandro D. solano●

amy solas
kiersten solis●

Debbie sontag●

James specker
kimberly v. spencer
Joseph spiwak
matt st
Denise stineman
sarah stineman
amy stocker
lindy stockton
Brad strandquist
katherine strathmann
Becki streit
cara strom●

lauren sullivan
Faith sweetser
pooja s. tandon
phyllis tea
kyra termini
antoinette and alex thiele
Barbara thill
mary thomas
kay christ and Don tomei
marcy toney
linda torres●

adilene torres●

sue trezevant
guillaume De truchis
eileen tull
James twist
Barb vana
lisa vazquez●

marina velednitskaya
claudio vergara●

karen verrilli
Josh veselsky
Francis vesely
randy vickers
mollie vivoda
rebecca and andris 
vizulis
nhat linh vo●

kathy J. voss

Wanessa vovola
stephanie t. Wai
matthew Walsh●

kirby Walter●

michael Wang
Jenny Weaver
amir Weg
ethan and Dawn  
Weiner-kaplow
Hope Weis
Dinie Wengroff
kathie Westpheling
stephen Whitfield
Dawn m. Williams
kimberly Williams●

rachelle Williams
Betsy Wilson
Joyce Winer
David Witus
Harriet Wolf
caroline Wolff●

Derek Wolken●

stephen Wooten
Daisy Wynn●

liliya Yanovsky
pavel Yukhvidin
alex Yukhvidin●

alana zalas
manuela zampino●

allison zidek
Debbie zimmerman
tamara zlatov
ioana zoica
alex and Bianca zuellig

matching gifts
abbott laboratories
abbvie Foundation
cigna Foundation
google inc.
guggenheim partners
mercer Health and 
Benefits
robert r. mccormick 
Foundation
microsoft
synchrony
thermo Fisher
t-mobile usa, inc.
the Walt Disney  
company Foundation

In Kind Donations
1320 market at lsF
Brian ahern/Boefhaus
neova antonak
Bank of america
calvine and charles 
Bowen

 ● staff
 ▲ Governing board
 ● Foundation board
 ◆ associate board 
 ● deceased
 ■ Multi-year gift
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cathy Junia● and  
andrew cierny
Jean crovetti
John Diaz
Dip & sip Donuts
ruth Droppleman
rafael esparza/evette’s
michael killmer/ 
Few spirits
stephen gillanders/s.k.Y.
andrea and Jeff gosz
Won kim/kimski
lakeshore sport & Fitness
le sud restaurants
ewa levonyak/ 
ewa’s polish Deli
andy lim/perilla
moms chicago
Brian▲ p. and michele 
marsella
Jessica and george nolan
orchard church– 
northfield
piazza Bella
martha perritt
laurabelle roderick
the spoke & Bird
steingold’s Deli
the re-Write it project
troy Jorge/temporis
Wazwan chicago
elizabeth and robert 
Wood

annual sponsors

Awards Ceremony 
sponsor–$15,000
aetna Better Health  
of illinois

speaker sponsor– 
$10,000
labcorp

Benefactor sponsor– 
$7,500
pnc

patron sponsors– 
$5,000
paul Francis and  
lolli zarlin
nowpow
northwestern medicine
polsinelli

Contributing  
sponsors–$3,000
amita Health  
saints mary and elizabeth  
medical center
rush university  
medical center

Friend sponsors– 
$1,500
charles Barone and 
susan keiffer
Belcore electric
Benco Dental

amy● and mark  
Blumenthal
chicago Dental society 
Foundation
comcast Business
lee Francis●● and  
michelle gittler
Fresenius kabi usa, llc
caroline Hoke●

Humboldt park Health
legat architects
ann & robert H. lurie 
children’s Hospital  
of chicago
eric▲ and sarah mayeda
monterrey security  
consultants, inc.
northern trust
partners in performance
peters & associates
elizabeth and Daniel reidy

event supporters

Virtual gala  
premium plus Ticket
Brian and Julie alcala
allison arwady
Beth and Jim ashley
Diana avarca●

katrina Barone●

christopher Benavente●

nancy Bock▲● and  
Doug Fendon
David Bruce●

elizabeth Bryan
kenzie a. cameron
Deborah and Walter 
clements
michael cole▲

lawrence and charlotte 
Damron
adriana Diaz●

lisa▲ and Joel Dykstra
Joe Felger●

missy Fleming and  
Jack Block
kenneth Fox
steven geiermann
roberta glick
martha glynn●

celeste goering◆

allen i. goldberg
Julie goldstein
linda Hall
nicole Higgins
melissa Hilton● and  
Jonathan perman
Diane Howard
maureen and tim Hunter
tracy irwin●

larisa● and paul Jesinskis
shanti Jimenez
marie kaufman
nicole kazee● and  
andrew lewis

William g.▲ and Joan 
kistner
David liss
Dean loizou
Deborah midgley● and 
Brian gladstein
annet miranda●

sara● and ted naureckas
anne pease
John peller
ignacio perez●

Dan and alison  
poorvu Jaffe
nicole● and michael 
Quien
David rahija
ruth richman
Dawn sanks●

rev. edward▲ and  
linda sarden
mary and Jeffrey●  
sherman 
Diane siebold
scott J. spencer●

ronna stamm and  
paul lehman
valeria J. stokes●

kathy tisdahl and  
patrick Hughes
sara tranchina●

toshiko uchida
amy valukas● and  
paul Brinkmann
Beth valukas and  
peter Barash
robin varnado● and  
Dean loizou
Barb vicory
maria cristina villapando  
and William schmit
cynthia Watson
val and rob Weiss
rebecca Wiedmeyer
marshelle Williams●

colleen Wyse
laura zimmermann
uic college of Dentistry

Virtual gala  
premium Ticket
James n. alexander
Jose and mary alvarado
Betsy and Bill Banks
audwin Barnes●

amir Behdad
kate● and Jack Birdwell
christopher Boisselle●

philomena and David 
Boulanger
michelle Byrne
alissa● and ryan carlson
sung Yeon choimorrow
edward l. cooper and 
patricia De Biasi cooper
rosario cosme
melissa costello
krishna Das

sandra Del toro●

ethan Domsten
elizabeth Feldman●

victoria Fernandez●

sheila Fleming
mary kay Foley●

Julie Francis and  
Howard Drossman
Debra gittler
suzanne griffel
cornelia grumman and 
James Warren
miranda Hart● and  
Jacob shapiro
rebecca Hendricks●

linda Hogan and  
John morrison
margaret c. Howard
richard● and sandra 
Hutson
lacey Johnson●◆

carla Jones●

christine Junia-trias and 
Derick trias
marc kadish
lisa kearney● and  
richard Bolliger
Dana kelly
kelly klingensmith●

simone koehlinger
rachel krause and  
adam Helman
suzanne kunkel●

kathleen laslo●

Yareli lazaro●

gerry and claudia linda
pauline villapando little
Josie llaneza●

Betsy lopez●

emily macDonald●

andrea mackey●

toni madorsky
colleen mcelligott
mark and Betsy●  
mckelvey
christine mead
mark miller
ashley moy Wooten●

lourdes narvaez
sherry nordstrom● and 
David Weindling
Dulce ortiz
Juliet panambo
manas parikh●

stephen persell
Jeanne reilly
laura schwab● and 
Daniel pinkert
ana r. sigda●

aaron steinbrecher and  
Bridgett colling
patti tuomey
maria ugaz
santina● and chris Wheat
steph Willding

Trivia Night with Erie’s 
Associate Board
anonymous
mark angel
alex Baciu
kate Birdwell●

sylvie Brick◆

gauri◆ and matt Brown
christina e. Brown
emily Burnett
price Burnett
catherine Burton
erin m. callahan
emily clower
catherine crawford
supreet Dhillon
marcela Diaz
angel gonzalez
ms. susana guzman
madeline Hall
abby Hanscom◆

matthew Heston
callie Heyne
Jennifer Hill◆

melissa Hilton●

katherine kamholz
robin karlov
amber kirchhoff
Jeff kunkel◆ and  
sean Doe-simkins
kelly kunkel
kevin kunkel
Justin levonyak◆

kevin levonyak
megan levonyak
Jon lewis◆

kevin lybrand
andrew mcaleese
lory mishra◆

christopher montiel
Hansika narayan
manas parikh●

ana k. perez●

alissa peterson
Julie pfeffer◆

linda pfeffer
maria D. pirotte●

natalie raghu●

ava regan◆

carla rubalcava◆ and 
Juan J. gonzalez
amy sharma
kiersten solis●

Brad strandquist
chris swanson
sarah swanson
rebecca Wiedmeyer
kara Windsor
megan◆ and mino 
zaccaro

Online Auction Donors
all together now
almost Heaven Healing
sylvie Brick◆

Jeff kunkel◆ and  
sean Doe-simkins
great Harvest  
Baked goods 
melissa Hilton●

lacey Jonhson◆

Beena ramaswami
sketchbook Brewing
soulcycle–north shore
tabor shiles
zen Yoga garage

Culture, Cusine  
and Community
suchet and rishi  
Bhandari
lara gartner and  
nathan Burleson
lawrence and charlotte 
Damron
charese David
lee Francis●● and  
michelle gittler
christine a. gnutek
maiBritt and Joseph Hahn
christine and tyler 
Harshey
anne slaughter and  
tom Judge
cathy Junia● and  
andrew cierny
mary king
lisa konrath
Brian p.▲ and michele 
marsella
kristin and anthony 
mateja
Heidi and Joseph miller
michelle montalvo
george nolan
lisa paccione and  
melissa robbins
Jessica and Justin parr
anne pease
olga and roger reupert
catherine ross
paul Fruhwirth and  
adam rowe
ross sanders
kimberly stefanovich
matt and Jeanne turner
scott and lisa Wolff

Quarts with A Heart
anonymous
shannon arseneau
christopher Benavente●

marian Brady
caryn Brissman
laura Burstein
michelle Byrne
stacey coleman
carol and Brendan Deely
John Fitzgerald
lee Francis●● and  
michelle gittler
Yasmine goelzer and 
Daniel alter

peter goldman
andrea and Jeff gosz
Joseph Hill
melissa Hilton● and  
Jonathan perman
Jennifer Hilton
cathy Junia● and  
andrew cierny
suzanne kaplan
anasara and Brian kelly
karen and robert lewis
Bridget magner●

amy manelli
Brian p.▲ and michele 
marsella
michael mcHugh
ramil mendoza
annet miranda●

lory mishra◆

michelle montalvo
karin o’connor
Beth o’shaughnessy
John phillips
Hannah pomatto
William linden and  
karen randolph
patricia rapacz
olga and roger reupert
sandra Del toro● and 
gonzalo rodriguez
sara segal loevy
Deborah solomon
mayumi● and chris 
swanson
tara a. tillman●

meredith and keith 
travers
amy valukas● and  
paul Brinkmann
Janice c. valukas
Jaclynn van Hout

commemorative 
giFts

IN mEmORY OF

helen becker
carol Becker and  
Jack murchie

betty toser and  
norma cape
thomas toser

Walter s. clark
Frederick coggin  
charitable account

muriel c. “mimi” 
Francis
Julie Francis
paul Francis

susan and seymour 
Frolichstein
Frolichstein Family

sharlene Garfield
David leib and  
anne gendler

David Green
rebecca lapat●

Olga haring
claire golan

Daniel hill 
richard J. romanowski▲

ronald marsella
andrea gosz
charese David

marilyn moss
elizabeth Feldman●

paul Feldman

mary munro
Deborah leiner

Juanita and robert 
murchie
carol Becker and  
Jack murchie

Kathleen naureckas
marlene Bellis
John cooper
elizabeth Feldman●

martha glynn●

melissa Hilton●

caroline Hoke●

cathy Junia●

kathleen laslo●

Dhanya limaye●

Bridget g. magner●

nan mahaffy
maureen muldoon
kathleen o’connor
eileen rendahl
shannon rotolo
angkana roy●

laura m. schwab●

amy valukas●

robin varnado●

randy vickers

Joseph and marcella 
niznik
charlotte m. niznik

Dottie palombo
Joseph palombo

richard and rae 
rubins
David leib and anne 
gendler

rita torres
Juana torres●

betty toser
thomas toser

IN HONOR OF

Laura banks●

meredith Dray
kimberly miller
Betsey pinkert
anne shain
Debra sikanas

William cape
elizabeth Bryan
patricia H. kleeman
nancy and Dave napalo
Bert Weller

Dr. and mrs. charles 
A. cape
William cape

Arlene m. cierny
andrew cierny

elaine coldren●

miranda Hart●

Linda cushman▲● 
kirkland & ellis Foundation
Denise macey

Dance center evanston
gail Brownell
alissa chung
sharon robinson
regina sant’anna
milner seifert
Hieu ton-that

Development  
department team 
members
mayumi swanson●

elizabeth Feldman●

marci cornblath
paul Feldman
Joyce Fox
lawrence moss

Lee Francis●● 
ann and Dave Baker
cynthia Barnard
paul and lisa Blumberg
David l. meyers
karen salmon
margie schaps

Lee Francis●● and 
michelle Gittler
mesirow Financial

martha Glynn●

Deborah Donovan

martha Glynn●  
and the rest of the 
erie teen team
peter power

miranda hart●

anonymous
rachel cort
sophie miller

tany herrera● and 
celena Quinones
Jose Herrera

melissa hilton●

Julie Danan
shira Danan
Barbara kovel
giannina riccardi

hilton● perman Family
giannina riccardi

Arielle hirschfeld
alan Hutchison

Dick● and sandy 
hutson
William chapman

tracy irwin●

chrystal pozin

Larisa Jesinskis●

rebecca vizulis

cathy Junia●

ian koichi swanson

Adina Kleiman
allan D. kensky 

suzanne Kunkel
matthew kunkel

noelle Dorothy Lassus
caitlin and Donald 
lassus●

Oscar John Lassus
caitlin and Donald 
lassus●

stacy tessler Lindau
martin tessler

Jamie Lu
sara naureckas●

bridget magner●

Barbara Hinden

brian p. marsella▲  
and Lee Francis●●

erie neighborhood House

ronald marsella
karen l. marsella

nikhaule martin●

calynn lawrence

Dave mooney
David leib and  
anne gendler

Ashley moy-Wooten●

lauren keenan-Devlin

mom, son, and brother
margaret c. Howard

caroline hoke● and 
sara naureckas●

elizabeth Feldman●

nicole Ashley Quien●

carol H. Deely
chrystal pozin

celena Quinones
mayumi swanson●

Laura schwab●

Betsey and Dale pinkert

Anya snyder
carolyn s. menke

Jill simon svoboda▲

Bonnie Balkin
mary e. mclaughlin
susan sipprelle

the brave and patient 
folks who are working 
at erie on the front 
lines every day
rachel Bhagwat◆

the employees of  
Alliant credit union
David leib and  
anne gendler

brian uhlig
alera group

Amy valukas●

carl p. stapleton

 ● staff
 ▲ Governing board
 ● Foundation board
 ◆ associate board 
 ● deceased
 ■ Multi-year gift
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Erie Family Health Centers Board members and Affiliations
Through December 31, 2021

Officers

Brian p. marsella 
Chair

rosalie alicea
Vice Chair

William g. kistner
Treasurer

celeste castillo
Secretary

board members

matt aaronson 
Managing Director  
and Senior Partner  
The Boston Consulting Group

rosalie alicea 
Reyes Holdings, LLC

Betzy Berganza 
Senior Director 
YWCA Lake County

nancy Bock 
Former Executive Director 
HealthReach, Inc.

michael Boyd 
Community Volunteer

celeste castillo 
Community Volunteer

ernest chang 
Strategy Advisor 
BMO Harris Bank, N.A.

michael cole 
President and CEO 
Aetna Health, Inc. 
Pennsylvania

linda cushman
Former Principal 
Hewitt Associates

Dr. carolyn ann Dickens
Assistant Professor  
College of Nursing 
University of Illinois at Chicago

lisa Dykstra
SVP & Chief Information Officer 
Ann & Robert H. Lurie  
Children’s Hospital of Chicago

iman emamifard 
Community Volunteer

William g. kistner
Retired Partner 
Ernst & Young

Brian p. marsella 
Midwest Market President 
Cigna HealthCare

eric mayeda 
Director 
The Chartis Group, LLC

Judy mendez 
Community Volunteer

richard J. romanowski 
Community Volunteer

rev. edward sarden 
Senior Minister 
Christian Church Center

alice setrini 
Executive Director 
Mary and Michael Jaharis 
Health Law Institute 
DePaul University 
College of Law

Jill simon svoboda 
Community Volunteer

Darryl tom* 
Attorney 
Shaw Legal Services, LTD

katherine Wilson 
Community Volunteer

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH  
CENTERs LEADERsHIp

executive Leadership 
team

lee Francis, mD, mpH
President and CEO

amy valukas, mpH
Chief Operating Officer

caroline Hoke, mD
Chief Clinical Officer

David c. Bruce, cpa
Chief Financial Officer

nicole kazee, phD
Senior Vice President 
Strategy & Business  
Development

vicki Whildin, ma
Senior Vice President 
Operations

melissa Hilton
Vice President Development
Executive Director 
Erie Family Health Foundation

valeria stokes, edD
Vice President Human  
Resources 

Associate board

lacey Johnson
Co-Chair

Jeffrey kunkel
Co-Chair

rachel Bhagwat*
sylvie Brick
gauri Brown
michaela ciulla
celeste goering
abby Hanscom*
Jennifer Hill
Justin levonyak
Jon lewis
lory mishra
Julie pfeffer
ava regan*
megan rogers
carla rubalcava
Brooke osborn twardak
anna Wojcik*

FRIENDs OF ERIE  
EVANsTON/sKOKIE 
HEALTH CENTER

missy Fleming 
Co-Chair

kathy tisdahl 
Co-Chair

sara elsasser
marya Frankel
lauren keenan-Devlin
mary leopold
Bonnie lytle
val Weiss

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH 
FOuNDATION  
BOARD OF DIRECTORs

nancy Bock 
Chair

Former Executive Director 
HealthReach, Inc.

amy Blumenthal 
Managing Partner 
Gould & Ratner

linda cushman
Former Principal 
Hewitt Associates

lee Francis, mD, mpH
President and CEO 
Erie Family Health Centers

Hon. susan garrett
Civic Leader 
Former Illinois State Senator

William kenworthy*
Regulatory Director, Midwest 
Vote Solar

Feyce peralta, mD, ms, Fasa
Obstetric Anesthesiologist 
Northwestern Medicine

gary raju
Chief Financial Officer 
Elite Dental Partners

cheryl sanders*
Former Supply Chain Customer 
Management Director 
Pepsico

Jeff W. sherman, mD, Facp
Executive Vice President  
Chief Medical Officer 
Horizon Therapeutics

*Term	ended	in	2021

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH CENTERs BOARD OF DIRECTORs

52% of Erie’s Board of Directors are patients or parents of patients.

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH CENTERs BOARD mEmBERs

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH FOuNDATION BOARD mEmBERs

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH FOuNDATION BOARD  
Nancy Bock, Amy Blumenthal, Linda Cushman, Lee Francis 
Hon. Susan Garrett, William Kenworthy, Feyce Peralta, Gary Raju 
Cheryl Sanders, Jeff Sherman

ERIE FAmILY HEALTH CENTERs BOARD  
Matt Aaronson, Betzy Berganza, Nancy Bock, Michael Boyd  
Celeste Castillo, Ernest Chang, Linda Cushman, Carolyn Dickens  
Lisa Dykstra, Iman Emamifard, Lee Francis (President and CEO), 

Bill Kistner
Brian Marsella, Eric Mayeda, Richard Romanowski, Rev. Ed Sarden 
Alice Setrini, Jill Svoboda, Darryl Tom

NOT PICTURED:  Rosalie Alicea, Michael Cole, Judy Mendez,  
and Katherine Wilson

ERIE’S BOARDS OF DIRECTORS MET VIRTUALLY IN 2021. TOP ROW DOWN, LEFT TO RIGHT: 
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sTAY CONNECTED WITH ERIE

FaceBook
www.facebook.com/eriefamilyhealth

instagram
www.instagram.com/eriefamily

linkeDin
erie Family Health center

tWitter
www.twitter.com/eriefamhealth

vimeo
www.vimeo.com/erie


